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MIGRATION SERVICES
Analyze, Plan & Deliver Successful Migration Projects

MIGRATION SERVICES

Delivering effective, secure, enhanced technology and platforms
Software migrations are generally complex, time consuming, and expensive undertakings. Most IT departments do
not have the internal resources needed to research, plan, and deliver migration solutions effectively in conjunction
with their daily business activities.

Why Migration
There are multiple reasons for Migration projects:
à

Opportunity to embrace new functionalities

à

Current systems "broken" beyond cost effective repair

à

Changes in business practices sufficient to invalidate the current support

à

Decline in support for products currently in use

à

Difficulty hiring due to current selection of products

à

Company mergers or other restructuring

à

You've already started and you don't know how to retreat

Being explicit about your reasons for starting a Migration project is one of the first steps toward success

How Ray Business Technologies can help
At Ray Business Technologies , software migration specialized
group is a strong team of more than 5 years of experience. We have
resources with over 5 years of migration experience that can be
used to effectively deal with the specialized needs of migration
projects.
Ray Business Technologies ’s Migration team is equipped to
successfully analyze, plan, and deliver software migration projects.
Engaging our services places our extensive migration expertise at
your disposal to:
à

Evaluate migration options

à

Assess migration proposals

à

Assess the impact of a migration project on your business

à

Develop RFP's and RFQ's for migration projects

à

Plan a migration project

à

Manage a migration project

à

Deliver migration services

à

Test migrated applications

à

Develop migration documentation and specifications

We have participated in many migration projects involving different operating systems and application tools.
Consequently, we offer a comprehensive suite of general migration services.

Approaches to Migration Projects
When considering a Migration, one choice is whether you are starting over, doing a complete Migration of existing
support, or creating a composite answer. Whichever you choose, presumably, you have what you like and don't like
about existing support to serve as a guide to planning the new. Studying the impacts on routine use on the old
can also provide important input to your plans.
Another important exploration is how you are going to get from the existing to the new. This isn't just a matter of
developing the new ... or designing it or extensively testing it. How do you go from one to the other? Few
enterprises choose to just "throw the switch" and go from the old to the new. If you are going to run in parallel,
how are you going to coordinate that?
Ray Business Technologies conversion projects are successful. Ray Business Technologies conversion projects keep
a clear vision of the goals. If necessary, Ray Business Technologies conversion projects can keep it all running while
changing out the most fundamental parts.
Ray Business Technologies is fluent in most programming languages and approaches. We are the advocate of
object-oriented approaches, modular code, and structured engineering. We have vast experience with a range of
hardware and operating systems, as well as middleware and other software.

Diversified Migration Experience
à

Mainframes to PeopleSoft

à

Mainframes to Java

à

Mainframes to NET

à

VB to VB.net Java to .Net

à

Lotus Notes to J2EE

à

Lotus Notes to .NET

à

PeopleSoft to SAP/Oracle Apps

à

ORACLE SQL forms applications to ORACLE Web enabled applications

We strive to help you complete migration projects quickly, successfully, and cost effectively. Do get in touch with
us. We will work with you to successfully meet your requirements
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